Abstract
The reviewed book constitutes the first publication of the Council of Specialists in Education, created in 2005 like an instance in the matter of planning and educative policy of the Secretaria of Public Education. The work is centered in the analysis of the policies and actions that in educative matter were undertaken in the foxista period, nevertheless, its reach is not reduced only to this period, touching in addition questions which historically have affected to the situation of the education in our country and those that appear like challenges marked for the future. Before the diverse challenges that the Mexican education faces, the Council gives a series of precise recommendations from three general intentions for the education, an education for the fairness and justice, an education for the democracy, the social cohesion and the citizen responsibility and an education for the productivity and the economic development. The text closes with the presentation of three strategies that the Council proposes to obtain the raised intentions: profesionalization of teachers and directives, governability of the educative system and financing of the education.
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